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Agenda
Getting Paid for Telehealth During The PHE (Marcia - 30 minutes)

Medicare Advantage Payers –Opportunities and Issues

– Increase of DRG Weights for COVID-19 Patients (John – 5 minutes)

– Suspension of Sequestration (Amanda – 10 minutes)

– CMS 1135 waiver (Jim – 10 Minutes)

Commercial Payers – Opportunities and Issues

– Ensuring payment for COVID testing (Jim – 10 minutes)

– Payer Policies addressing the pandemic (John – 10 minutes)

– Billing Patients for COVID-19 Services (Amanda – 10 minutes)

Payment for Services Rendered to Uninsured Patients (Jim – 5 minutes)



Getting Paid 
for Telehealth Services

Medicare, 
Medicare Advantage, 
Medicaid, and 
Commercial Health Plans
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March 17, 2020:  Based on expanded 

authority from Congress, CMS recognized 

“the urgency to expand the use of technology 

to help people who need routine care, and 

keep vulnerable beneficiaries and 

beneficiaries with mild symptoms in their 

homes while maintaining access to the care 

they need. Limiting community spread of the 

virus, as well as limiting the exposure to other 

patients and staff members will slow viral 

spread.”

Waiving Telehealth Reimbursement Limitations: A Particularly 
Appropriate Response To Addressing a Communicable Disease

ID 55192476 © Igor Stevanovic | Dreamstime.com
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“The Secretary and CMS have 

broadened access to Medicare 

telehealth services so that 

beneficiaries can receive a wider 

range of services from their doctors 

without having to travel to a 

healthcare facility.”  And so have 

Medicaid and commercial plans.

Waiving Telehealth Reimbursement Limitations:
A Particularly Effective Response To Addressing a 

Communicable Disease

ID 137837341 © Pojoslaw | Dreamstime.com



The 2 Requirements That Most Limited Reimbursement 
and the Use of Telehealth Are Waived

Medicare beneficiaries are eligible for telehealth 
services only if the services are presented from
• an originating site (Physician/practictioner 

offices, hospitals, CAHs, RHCs, FQHCs), Hospital-
based or CAH-based Renal Dialysis Centers, 
SNFs, Community Mental Health Centers)

• located in a rural Health Professional 
Shortage Area or in a county outside of a 
Metropolitan Statistical Area. 

MA Plans could include telehealth benefits in 
their bids to provide services to members 
outside of rural areas and in their homes. 
42 USCA § 1395w-2.

DURING THE PHE

“[P]atients outside of rural areas, 
and patients in their homes will be 
eligible for telehealth services, 
effective for services starting March 
6, 2020.” “[T]he new 1135 waiver … 
will now allow telehealth services to 
be provided in all settings –
including at a patient’s home.” 
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PARTS A & B REGULATIONS

MA (Part C) PLANS FOR THE 2020 PLAN YEAR



ID 161798356 © Fayethequeen93 | Dreamstime.com
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HHS Opens the Door Even Further

“Effective immediately, the HHS Office for Civil

Rights (OCR) will exercise enforcement

discretion and waive penalties for HIPAA

violations against health care providers that

serve patients in good faith through everyday

communications technologies, such as

FaceTime or Skype, during the COVID-19

nationwide public health emergency.”
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Making Sure You Get Paid

1. Medicare and Medicaid Plans:  
Relatively straight-forward 
guidelines; primary concerns are 
coding and audits. 

2. Medicare Advantage and 
Commercial Plans:  Review payor 
websites and notices carefully and 
frequently.  

ID 63906299 © Agenturfotografin | Dreamstime.com
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Some MA Plans Are Offering Broad Coverage

Exhibit C
Exhibit B

Exhibit A
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But Beware:
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But Beware:

ID 183948795 © Natalya Danko | Dreamstime.com

Requirements 
and conditions to 
coverage may be 
more relaxed … 
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But Beware:

ID 183948795 © Natalya Danko | Dreamstime.com ID 171846283 © Matthew Benoit | Dreamstime.com

There are no waivers of or vacations from 
basic pre-requisites like ...
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Don’t Assume Eligibility For Telehealth Services
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Make Sure You Have Met Patient Authorization 
Requirements and Obtain and Maintain 
Written Authorization if Possible.

States and Medicaid plans 
commonly require informed consent 
to (1) the limitations of technology 
and (2) the potential disadvantages 
of remote visits. 

Most permit oral consent 
documented in the patients record 
but electronic signatures are 
commonplace.



https://www.humana.com/
provider/coronavirus/telem
edicine
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These are also 
responding rapidly 
to the PHE, but it is 
important to check 
these for conflicts 
with plan 
requirements and 
for medical 
professional 
concerns
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Making Sure You Get Paid

1. Don’t overlook the basic pre-requisites, like 
• Eligibility for telehealth services;
• Patient authorizations (typically state law 

requires informed consent to the limitations 
of the technology and the examination);

• Other state-law requirements.
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Making Sure You Get Paid

2.  Understand co-pay waivers and ....

https://www.aetna.com/individuals-families/member-rights-
resources/covid19/telemedicine.html
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Making Sure You Get Paid

2.  Understand co-pay waivers and beware the asterisk.

https://www.aetna.com/individuals-families/member-rights-
resources/covid19/telemedicine.html
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Making Sure You Get Paid

1. Don’t overlook the basics, like eligibility for telehealth services.
2. Understand co-pay waivers.
3. Look for conditions. 
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These are very different:

Telehealth Visits: This is defined as a patient visit with a 
provider via a telecommunication device, usually a phone 
or video conference.

Virtual Check-Ins: This check-in can be conducted over 
the phone or other secure communication portal to decide 
whether an office visit or other service is needed.

E-Visits: These are classified as communication between a 
patient and provider through a secure online portal.



“Established Physician-Patient Relationship” 
Requirement: CMS’s Confusing Comment.

State telehealth law may 
require, but Medicare is 
“state law agnostic.”

Somewhat out-of-date but 
a helpful starting point:
https://www.ama-
assn.org/system/files/2018-
10/ama-chart-telemedicine-
patient-physician-
relationship.pdf

DURING THE PHE

CMS says: “To the extent the 
waiver (section 1135(g)(3)) 
requires that the patient have 
a prior established 
relationship with a particular 
practitioner, HHS will not 
conduct audits to ensure that 
such a prior relationship 
existed for claims submitted 
during this public health 
emergency.”

STATE TELEHEALTH LAW MYSTERY SOLVED?

While an 
established 
relationship is not 
required for 
telehealth under 
Medicare, it is 
required for a 
virtual check-in.

ID 134483276 © Mykola Kravchenko | Dreamstime.com
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Medicaid and Commercial: Check State Law, Medicaid 
Provider Manuals, and Health Plan Guidelines

28

What technologies are required?

Is synchronous transmission 
necessary or can a photo be 
uploaded for later viewing?

Are telephone encounters with 
patients viewed as unprofessional 
conduct subjecting the practitioner 
to discipline?
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Making Sure You Get Paid
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Making Sure You Get Paid

https://static.cigna.com/assets/chcp/resourceLibrary/medicalR
esourcesList/medicalDoingBusinessWithCigna/medicalDbwcC
OVID-19.html
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https://medicareproviders.cigna.com/

Telephone only:  Yes
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https://www.humana.com/provide
r/coronavirus/telehealth-toolkit
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https://www.aetna.com/health-care-professionals/provider-education-
manuals/covid-faq.html
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Plans Should Provide Guidance but don’t 
assume it is complete.

Note Medicaid 
State-Specific 
Rules Apply
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CMS Offers Tools and Extensive Guidance 
For Medicaid Agencies

https://www.medicaid.gov/resources-for-
states/disaster-response-
toolkit/coronavirus-disease-2019-covid-
19/index.html
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Making Sure You Get Paid

1. Don’t overlook the basics, like eligibility, informed consent, 
physician-pt relationship and other state laws.

2. Understand co-pay waivers.
3. Read the terms and conditions. 
4. Don’t expect fast answers. 
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Document what the payors say and save 
your documentation.

Exhibit C
Exhibit B

Exhibit A
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Making Sure You Get Paid

1. Don’t overlook the basics, like eligibility, informed consent, 
physician-pt relationship and other state laws.

2. Understand co-pay waivers.
3. Look for conditions. 
4. Don’t expect fast answers. 

5. Keep dated copies or screen shots of what health plans are 
saying.



https://www.humana.com/
provider/coronavirus/telem
edicine

39
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New York law: “A health plan shall not exclude from coverage services that are provided 
via telehealth if they would otherwise be covered under a policy, [except from providers 
that are non-contracted and] may subject the coverage of a service to reasonable 
utilization management and quality assurance requirements that are consistent with 
those established for the same service not delivered via telehealth.” NY Insurance 
Law Article 32, § 3217-h & NY Insurance Law Article 43 § 4306-g.

Exercise Good Utilization Management and “Paper” Your MR

California’s Health and Safety Code section 1374.13:  “(d) A health care service plan 
shall not limit the type of setting where services are provided for the patient or by the 
health care provider before payment is made for the covered services appropriately 
provided through telehealth, subject to the terms and conditions of the contract 
entered into between the enrollee or subscriber and the health care service plan, and 
between the health care service plan and its participating providers or provider 
groups, and pursuant to Section 1374.14.” 
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Exercise Good Utilization Management and “Paper” Your MR
• Utilization management

• Document medical necessary
• Check and pay attention to frequency limitations (e.g. CPT codes 

99231-99233 – once every 3 days unless waived)  
• Document why the services were appropriately provided through telehealth

• Document patient authorization (required in most states – some 
require written consent)

• Include whether vital signs were necessary and if not why not
• Describe whether substitutions or in-home devices, e.g. blood 

pressure cuffs were utilized
• Document why the services are appropriately provided through

the mode used, e.g., telephone only (if covered) versus video
• Note where patient was located
• Note whether the encounter is complete
• Document any suggested in-person visit in the future for follow-up
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Making Sure You Get Paid
1. Don’t overlook the basics, like eligibility, informed consent, 

physician-pt relationship and other state laws.
2. Understand co-pay waivers.
3. Look for conditions. 
4. Don’t expect fast answers. 

5. Keep dated copies or screen shots of what health plans are 
saying.

6. Get your coding right.
7. Prepare for audits.
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What Is Covered And How It Should Be Coded Varies 
Among MA and Medicaid Plans

https://www.uhcprovider.com/en/resource-library/news/Novel-Coronavirus-
COVID-19/covid19-telehealth-services.html



AMA Coding Guidance

See link contained in:

https://www.ama-
assn.org/practice-
management/digital/covid-
19-national-physician-town-
hall-questions-telehealth

44
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Place of Service Codes

DURING THE PHE AND FOR MA PLANS, THROUGHOUT THE 2020 PLAN YEAR

To implement the change on an interim basis, CMS 
instructed practitioners to bill for telehealth services using 
the POS code that would have been reported had the 
service been furnished in person, saying: “This will allow 
our systems to [to pay for telehealth services] which, if not 
for the PHE … would have been furnished in person, at the 
same rate they would have been paid if the services were 
furnished in person.” 
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POS Codes: A Source of Confusion During the PHE.
• Absent the PHE, in accordance with 

§1834(m)(2)(B) of the Act, a facility fee 
would typically be paid to the “originating 
site’’ where the beneficiary is located when 
a telehealth service is furnished. 

• The payment amount for the telehealth 
originating site facility fee is a nationally 
applicable flat fee to cover facility costs 
(clinical staff, supplies, equipment).

• The physician rendering the telehealth 
service to the patient who is located at an 
originating site is paid the Physician Fee 
Schedule (PFS) facility rate since the 
facility costs associated with furnishing the 
service are incurred by the facility, not the 
physician at the distant site.

• POS 02 = payment at the PFS facility rate.

• Because during the PHE, 
telehealth may be 
delivered to people’s 
homes, no originating site 
facility fee is paid.

• But CMS recognized that 
As physician practices transition “a potentially 
significant portion of their services from in-
person to telehealth visits in the context of the 
PHE for the COVID–19 pandemic,” the costs 
may be the same as rendering services in 
person, e.g., physician offices will need to 
employ nursing staff to engage with patients 
during telehealth visits or to coordinate pre- or 
post-visit care. 

SO …
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POS Codes: A Source of Confusion During the PHE.

• A physician practicing in an office setting 
who, under the PHE for the COVID–19 
pandemic, sees patients via telehealth 
instead of in person would be paid at the 
non-facility, or office, rate for these 
services. 

• A physician who typically sees patients in an 
outpatient provider-based clinic of a hospital 
would be paid the facility rate for 
services newly furnished via Telehealth 
because CMS presumes that physician will 
not incur office-based costs.

• SO bill as if the service 
were in person;

• Use the CPT telehealth 
modifier 95 for claim lines 
that describe services 
furnished via telehealth; 

But what POS code during the PHE? 
• Use POS 11 if telehealth is furnished 

in office for full payment as if 
services were delivered in person;

• Use POS 22 for on-campus 
outpatient hospital, and 19 for off-
campus outpatient hospital 
(payment will be at PFS facility rate)

• Or may use POS 02 (will be paid at 
PFS facility rate)



State Medical Associations Offer Guidance
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Exhibit D
Exhibit C

Exhibit B
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Forethought and Documentation May Be Critical

How can the physician’s review of 
systems be described?

How can a physical exam can be 
performed?

“Tell me 
about your 
symptoms.”

“Please turn your neck 
to the right and lower 
it.  Do you feel tingling 
or numbness in your 
right hand?”

“Please hold your 
thermometer up to 
the screen.”
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Think outside the box.

How can systems be reviewed 
and a physical examination be 
performed telephonically or 
through video?
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“Paper” Your MR

Document what equipment you used 
for the encounter 

Document what app you used so you 
can support that transmission was 
synchronous if necessary (Zoom, 
FaceTime, Skype)

Maintain evidence e.g. phone bills
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Think ahead; think about proof.
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Perhaps This is a Good Time to Bring in 
Clinical Documentation Specialists
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Making Sure You Get Paid

1. Don’t overlook the basics, like eligibility, informed consent, 
physician-pt relationship and other state laws.

2. Understand co-pay waivers.
3. Look for conditions. 
4. Don’t expect fast answers. 

5. Keep dated copies or screen shots of what health plans are 
saying.

6. Get your coding right.
7. Prepare for audits.



Time Well-spent: 
Telehealth is Part of the New Normal

55
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United 
In Tennessee, United will pay for telehealth rendered in people’s homes and even for 
some services rendered by phone. 
https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/tenncare/documents/TennCareMCOCOVID19Telehea
lthDxTestingUpdate.pdf
And now, United is making this offer permanent.
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Take advantage of telehealth opportunities now to be 
ready for the future.

• Use underutilized professionals such as nurse practitioners, physician 
assistants, certified nurse midwives, clinical nurse specialists, certified 
nurse anesthetists, registered dietitians or nutrition professionals, 
clinical psychologists, licensed clinical social workers, etc.

• Physician shortages are being addressed by modifying state licensing 
laws.  See Executive Orders and Agency bulletins/guidance, e.g., 
https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/no-2025-continuing-temporary-
suspension-and-modification-laws-relating-disaster-emergency
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/lara/LARA_BPL_Clarification_MI
_License_Exemption_State_of_Emergency_03-16-
2020_Final_683898_7.pdf. 



Key Challenges/Opportunities 
for Managed Medicare and 
Medicaid Reimbursement



Increase of DRG Weights for COVID-19 
Patients



Increase of DRG Weights for COVID-19 
Patients

Under the CARES Act, effective January 27, 2020, there is a 
20% increase on weighting used for inpatient DRGs for COVID-
19 patients.
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Increase of DRG Weights for COVID-19 
Patients

Where applicable?
Original Medicare

Medicare Advantage

– Applies to in-network provider when contract rate is based on Medicare Allowed

– Applies to all OON (including non-emergent)

Commercial (potentially)

– Might apply to in-network provider if contract rate is based on current Medicare Allowed

– Might apply to OON emergency services paid by ERISA payers under “greatest of three” 
rule
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Increase of DRG Weights for COVID-19 
Patients

Applicable Diagnosis Codes

• Discharges occurring January 27, 2020 through March: B97.29 (Other coronavirus as the 
cause of diseases classified elsewhere) 

• Discharges occurring after April 1, 2020: U07.1 (COVID-19)

Note: Discharges for services that began prior to April 1 but continued into April can use the U07.1 diagnosis 
code
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Increase of DRG Weights for COVID-19 
Patients

Criteria for billing U07.1
• U07.1:  

– Test confirmed by CDC

– “Presumptive” COVID (positive test but not confirmed by CDC)

– Documentation of COVID-19 diagnosis by Provider

• Important: Documentation of probable, suspected, possible, COVID-19 cases do not meet
the criteria to code U07.1 for confirmed COVID-19

https://journal.ahima.org/ahima-and-aha-faq-on-icd-10-cm-coding-for-covid-19/
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Increase of DRG Weights for COVID-19 
Patients

Criteria for billing B97.29

• B97.29 (other coronavirus as the cause of diseases classified elsewhere)

• Code applies to a wide variety of coronaviruses (including the common cold), not just 
COVID-19

• Used to identify viruses that cause other disease processes (pneumonia, bronchitis, lower 
respiratory infection, etc.)

• Should not be used for “suspected” or “probable” cases
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Increase of DRG Weights for COVID-19 
Patients

Do we need to rebill claims?

Medicare

• Claims received before April 21, 2020 will be automatically reprocessed

• But note: Claims without B97.29 or U07.1 will not include the 20% add-on unless the 
provider submits a corrected claim

Commercial

• No specific guidance on rebilling
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Increase of DRG Weights for COVID-19 
Patients

Best Practices for Capturing Revenue

• What we Don’t Know Yet

– Whether plans have adapted payment systems to new reimbursement 
structures

– Every health plan’s view of effect of CMS/state guidance/CARES Act on 
commercial reimbursement

• What we Do Know:

– Health plans generally struggle to make quick changes to reimbursement 
structures

– Health plans’ current capacity to adjudicate claims is not widely known
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Increase of DRG Weights for COVID-19 
Patients

Best Practices for Capturing Revenue (cont.)
1. Rebill claims for COVID patients that did not include B97.29 (1/27/2020-4/1/2020 

discharges) or U07.1 (post 4/1/2020 discharges).

– For capitated arrangements, important to update encounter data because COVID 
diagnosis may be important to risk scoring

2. Confirm which commercial contracts (Medicare Advantage or Commercial) have 
reimbursement based on Medicare Allowed

3. Identify health plan policy changes that address the 20% add-on

https://www.uhcprovider.com/en/resource-library/news/Novel-Coronavirus-COVID-19/covid19-practice-administration/covid19-
practice-administration-cares-act.html
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Increase of DRG Weights for COVID-19 
Patients

Best Practices for Capturing Revenue (cont.)
4. Prepare letter to health plans with affected contracts confirming provider’s expectations to 

receive 20% increase on COVID discharges.

5. Monitor payments and confirm receipt of 20% increase.

6. Appeal underpayments.

7. If still unresolved, dispute resolution
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Suspension of Sequestration



Suspension of 2% Sequestration

Under the CARES Act, effective May 1, 2020 through December 31, 2020, the 2% 
sequestration reduction on Medicare reimbursement is suspended.

– Suspension of sequestration will result in higher reimbursement to providers paid 
directly by Medicare under the original Medicare program (Medicare Part A and Part 
B), but reimbursement to providers from MAOs and commercial plans may also to be 
impacted. 

– The CARES Act does not state whether the suspension will apply based on the date of 
admission or the date of discharge, because Medicare implemented sequestration in 
2013 based on the date of discharge, they may use the same standard here.
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Suspension of 2% Sequestration – Effective 
May 1, 2020

Original Medicare

– Beginning April 1, 2013, the federal government implemented a 2% sequestration 
reduction to payments to providers and Medicare Advantage plans under Medicare 
program. 

– The CARES Act suspension of sequestration means that Medicare will no longer apply a 
2% reduction to fee-for-service and capitation payments. 
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Suspension of 2% Sequestration

Medicare Advantage (cont.)

– Non-Contracted Medicare Advantage Plans:  MAOs must pay non-contracted 
providers what that provider would be paid by Original Medicare. Therefore, sequestration 
and the suspension of sequestration apply to payments to non-contracted providers by 
MAOs.

• Appeal underpayments for failure to suspend sequestration. 

• Review plan correspondence and online postings regarding suspending sequestration
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Suspension of 2% Sequestration

Medicare Advantage (cont.)

– Contracted Medicare Advantage Plans:  Whether or not sequestration applies turns on 
the exact reimbursement language in the parties’ contract.  If the plan imposed 
sequestration reductions, the CARES Act requires them to stop those payment reductions.

• Appeal underpayments for failure to suspend sequestration to preserve rights. 

• Same analysis applies to contracted commercial plans where reimbursement rates 
reference Medicare reimbursement methodologies and the plan implemented 
sequestration in April 2013.
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Suspension of 2% Sequestration

Best Practices 

1. Confirm which Medicare Advantage and commercial contracts had sequestration previously 
being withheld. 

2. Prepare letters to plans with affected contracts stating that you expect the plan suspend 
any current sequestration reductions consistent with the CARES Act, while also reserving 
your right to challenge the contractual propriety of the sequestration reduction.

3. Monitor payments and confirm suspension of sequestration.
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Section 1135 Waiver



Section 1135 Waiver

Medicare Advantage

• MAO’s must follow requirements for disasters and emergencies in 42 C.F.R. § 422.100(m)

• MAO’s may

– Offer expanded or additional benefits (meal delivery, medical transportation services)

– Waive or reduce enrollee cost sharing but must be tied to COVID-19 outbreak

– Provide enrollees access to Part B services via telehealth in any geographic area and 
from a variety of places
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Mandatory Coverage: OON Services for COVID 
Patients

Where applicable?

Medicare Advantage
• During the period of the declared emergency, MA plans must:

‒ Cover Part A/B services and supplemental Part C plan benefits furnished at OON 
facilities that participate in Medicare.

‒ Waive, in full, requirements for gatekeeper referrals where applicable.

‒ Provide the same cost-sharing for the enrollee as if the service/benefit had been 
furnished at an in-network facility. 
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Section 1135 Waiver

Medicare Advantage Out-of-Network Providers

• Waiver of SSA § 1851(i) means OON providers can receive payment directly from CMS 
(through the MACs) in certain circumstances

• Practically, this is a backup plan:  OON providers must still submit claims to MA 
organization because MA organizations should be abiding by regs requiring them to cover 
Part C services in disasters

• In its April 21 guidance, CMS clarified that it has not authorized the MACs to pay out-of-
network providers 

• At the same time, CMS reminded Medicare Advantage Organizations that this option is 
available
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Section 1135 Waiver

Benefit Changes

• General Rule:  MA plans must cover all services covered by Medicare Parts A/B and may 
offer mandatory and optional supplemental benefits

• Secretary’s 1135 Waiver is an expansion of coverage (Example: SNF stays following an 
inpatient stay of < 3 days)

• CMS has also encouraged MAOs to implement expanded benefits “that address issues or 
medical needs raised by the COVID-19 outbreak”
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Section 1135 Waiver

Benefit Changes
• Normally, CMS must review and approve benefit plan designs and cost-sharing and any 

optional supplemental benefits

• Under the Waiver, MA plans must make changes that benefit enrollees effective 
immediately (no 30 day notice required). These have included:

– Waiving prior authorizations that otherwise would apply to tests or treatment related 
to COVID-19

– Waiving or reducing cost-sharing for COVID-19 treatment, telehealth visits and other 
services for enrollees impacted 

– Expanding telehealth services beyond the MA plan’s benefit package
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What are the MA Plans Saying Publicly?

https://www.humana.com/coronavirus/covid19-humana-member-
resources
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What are the MA Plans Saying Publicly?

https://www.aetna.com/individuals-families/member-rights-resources/need-to-know
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MA Plan Waivers Notes
Cost Sharing Prior Authorization

Aetna - Testing1

- Treatment1
- Inpatient services2

- Post-acute care3

- LTAC hospital 
admissions3

1 Thru 6/1/2020.
2 Many states.
3 All states.

Anthem - Testing and related visits
- Telehealth (video + audio) visits for annual wellness, 

mental health, or substance use disorders4

- Telephonic-only care5

4 Thru 6/5/2020.
5 In-network, only. Provided according to 
Medicare guidelines. 

BS of CA - Testing
- Screenings

- Treatment5 5 Thru 5/31/2020.

HCSC - Testing
- Treatment6 

- Telemedicine or telehealth services7

- Testing 6 When in-network, or OON in 
emergencies.
7 In-network, only.

Humana - Testing
- Treatment8

- All primary care services9

- Outpatient, non-facility based behavioral health10

- All telehealth visits11

- Treatment 8 In-network and OON.
9 In-network, only. 
Thru 12/31/2020. 
10 Thru 12/31/2020.
11 In-network, only. Covers PCP and 
specialty, including behavioral health.

United - Testing and related visits
- Treatment12

- Non-COVID telehealth visits13

12 Thru 5/31/2020.
13 In-network, only.

MA Plan Policies - Examples
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Section 1135 Waiver

What do the MA Plan Policies Tell Us?
• Patchwork of inconsistencies; must trace plan-by-plan 

– Expiration dates

– Need to look for extensions, supplements

• Have to separate COVID testing and treatment

– FFCRA and CARES Act required waiver of cost-sharing for testing

– For COVID treatment, many waive, but some don’t

• Many telehealth cost-share waiving inconsistencies

• Prior authorization waived, but opportunities for retrospective review
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Section 1135 Waiver

What do you need to do now to ensure you get paid?
• Monitor and track the ever-changing policies covering such areas as cost sharing 

waivers, prior auth, telehealth, appeal deadlines 

• Pay special attention to isolate the out-of-network MA business you have and watch out for 
coverage denials

• Monitor MA payers’ remittance of cost share amounts
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Section 1135 Waiver

What do you need to do now to ensure you get paid? 
(cont’d)

• Evaluate your own system’s checks on claim submission

• Example:  Services in place that could not normally be billed as acute care stay

• Be prepared for plan’s claim system to apply edits that are inapplicable during public 
health state of emergency

• Example:  claims that qualify for coverage under the 1135 Waiver (place of 
service, facility types, etc.)

• Watch for abnormally long hospital stays created by inability to transfer to post-acute

• Continue to seek greater flexibilities from the plans
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Managed Medicaid



All 50 states have received some level of CMS approval of their 1135 Medicaid 
waiver request.

Many states requested and received flexibilities for:
• Suspending fee-for-service prior authorization requirements

• Delaying scheduling of fair hearings 

‒ Many states are receiving approval to allow enrollees to have “up to an additional 
120 days” to request a fair hearing for eligibility or fee-for-service issues

• Normal timeframe for requesting a hearing is maximum of 90 days, under 42 
CFR 431.221(d)

• Temporarily enrolling out-of-state providers, waiving certain screening requirements, 
and ceasing provider revalidation processes

Medicaid – 1135 Waivers
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Medicaid – Major Themes

• Prior authorization waivers

• Cost-sharing waivers

• Other changes aimed at reducing face-to-face, physical 
interactions (e.g., new telehealth modalities, verbal 
consents, waiver of signature requirements for DME delivery, 
etc.)
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Medicaid 

State Examples – California

• Prior Authorization: Plans are required to waive prior auth requirements for services 
(including screening and testing) related to COVID.

• Reimbursement for Testing: Unless otherwise agreed to between the plan and the provider, 
plans are encouraged to reimburse for COVID testing at the following Medicare rates:

– HCPCS U0001 (CDC test) - $35.91

– HCPCS U0002 (Non-CDC test) - $51.31

• Alternative Settings

– Facilities are eligible for full payment for covered services delivered to beneficiaries in 
certain unlicensed facility settings.

– The placing facility is responsible for reimbursing the unlicensed facility. 
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Medicaid 

State Examples – Florida

• Prior Authorization: Plans must waive prior auth requirements for:
– Medically necessary services (hospital, SNF, LTAC hospital, physician, APRN, PA, 

home health, DME and supplies); and
– All services (except pharmacy) necessary to evaluate and treat patients diagnosed with 

COVID.  
• Service Limits: Plans must waive:

– Limits on services (frequency, duration, scope) that must be exceeded to: (i) maintain 
the health and safety of patients diagnosed with COVID; or (ii) when necessary to 
maintain a patient safely at home. 

– Limits on early prescription refills for maintenance meds, except for controlled 
substances.
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Medicaid 

State Examples – Florida
• Co-Pays: Plans must waive co-pay requirements on all services.

• ED Services: Plans may not downcode ED services provided during the emergency based 

on final diagnosis. 

• Payment Review: With limited exceptions, plans may not deny, delay, or recoup payment 

of clean claims by implementing pre- or post-payment review procedures for services in 

which prior auth is waived.
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Medicaid 

State Examples – Georgia

• Department of Community Health (DCH) has asked CMOs to adhere to 1135 waiver

• Co-pays:  DCH has suspended all co-payments for dates of service on or after May 1 and 
through the state of emergency (includes COVID-19 testing and screening services).

– Reimbursement for all Medicaid services will be increased by the co-pay amount.

• Prior Authorization: Plans are waiving prior authorization for COVID-19 testing and 
screening services.

• Reimbursement for Testing: Contracted rates may apply to commercial products, but plans 
are reimbursing for COVID testing at the following rates for services after February 4, 
2020:

– HCPCS U0001 (CDC test) - $35.91

– HCPCS U0002 (Non-CDC test) - $51.31
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Medicaid 

State Examples – Texas

• Texas Health & Human Services Commission notes on its COVID-related guidance that 
“administrative procedures such as prior authorization, pre-certification, referrals, and 
claims/encounter data filing may differ . . . from MCO to MCO.  Providers should contact 
the client’s specific MCO for details.”

• Prior Authorization: Plans are waiving prior authorization for COVID-19 testing.

• Co-pays:  CHIP office visit co-pays are waived from March 13 to May 31; providers will also 
be reimbursed for the member’s cost-sharing amount.

– Providers must attest that the co-pay was not collected using an attestation form and 
then submit an invoice to the MCO (MCOs must pay within 30 days).

• Reimbursement for Testing: Plans are reimbursing for COVID testing at the following rates 
for services after February 4, 2020, effective April 1:

– HCPCS U0001 (CDC test) - $35.91

– HCPCS U0002 (Non-CDC test) - $51.31
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Medicaid 

State Examples – Illinois

• Department of Healthcare and Family Services (HFS) stated on March 19 it would 
apply approved 1135 waiver flexibilities to Medicaid and CHIP FFS and managed 
care. 

• Prior Authorization: Plans must remove prior authorization requirements for home 
health, physical/occupational/speech therapies, and certain DME until the end of the 
public health emergency.

• Reduced Face-to-Face Encounters:  Face-to-face requirements for ordering DME, 
home health, and therapy are waived, as well as participant signatures for DME 
deliveries.

• Cost-Sharing: Plans such as BCBSIL are waiving cost-sharing for COVID treatment 
at in-network facilities and in OON emergencies.

– Effective for services April 1-May 31; encouraged to use code U07.1
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Key Challenges/Opportunities 
for Commercial Payer 
Reimbursement



Commercial Payers -- Ensuring Payment for 
COVID-19 Testing



COVID Testing

• All plans and issuers must cover COVID 
testing without cost sharing (applies to most 
health plans, including self-funded ERISA 
plans)

• Requirements apply from March 17 (date 
FFCRA was enacted) for the duration of the 
public health emergency (declaration of PHE 
renewed April 26, 2020)

• No prior authorization or other medical 
management requirements can be imposed

• Testing may be obtained in or out-of-network, 
in traditional or non-traditional settings
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COVID Testing – What is Included?

• Testing to detect the virus (SARS-CoV-
2)

• Items and services furnished during 
healthcare provider office visits 
(including telehealth) that result in 
COVID-19 testing order (with 
limitations)

• CMS clarified through guidance that the 
tests that plans must cover without cost-
sharing include serological (antibody) 
tests
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COVID Testing – What is Included? (cont’d)

• Surveillance and return to work testing 
currently hotly disputed

• In late June HHS issued clarification 
that the FFCRA does not require plans 
to cover testing for surveillance or 
employment purposes

• Some members of Congress have 
disagreed

• Employers have asked for testing 
funding in next relief bill 
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Patient Out-of-Pocket Liability for COVID-19 Evaluation under the FFCRA
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Clinical Scenario Commercial Insurance

In-person visit, no testing ordered Cost-sharing could be imposed for visit

In-person visit, testing for COVID only No cost-sharing

In-person visit, testing for alternative 
diagnoses only

Cost-sharing could be imposed for visit and testing 
for alternative diagnoses

In-person visit, testing for COVID and 
alternative diagnoses

No cost-sharing for COVID testing or visit; unclear 
whether cost-sharing could be imposed for testing 
for alternative diagnoses

Telephone or telemedicine visit, no testing 
ordered

Cost-sharing could be imposed for visit

Telephone or telemedicine visit, patient 
sent to drivethrough site for COVID testing 

No cost-sharing (Assuming it is recognized that the 
order for the test occurred during the preceding 
telephone or telemedicine visit.)

Source: K. Chua and R. Conti, “Despite The Families First Coronavirus Response Act, COVID-19 Evaluation Is Not
Necessarily Free,” Health Affairs Blog, April 17, 2020, Copyright © 2020 Health Affairs by Project HOPE – The People-
to-People Health Foundation, Inc., https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/hblog20200413.783118/full/
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What rate are plans obligated to pay?

CARES ACT SEC. 3202. PRICING OF DIAGNOSTIC TESTING.

(a) Reimbursement Rates.—A group health plan or a health insurance issuer providing coverage of 
items and services described in section 6001(a) of division F of the Families First Coronavirus 
Response Act (Public Law 116–127) with respect to an enrollee shall reimburse the provider of the 
diagnostic testing as follows:

(1) If the health plan or issuer has a negotiated rate with such provider in effect before the 
public health emergency declared under section 319 of the Public Health Service Act (42 
U.S.C. 247d), such negotiated rate shall apply throughout the period of such declaration.

(2) If the health plan or issuer does not have a negotiated rate with such provider, such plan 
or issuer shall reimburse the provider in an amount that equals the cash price for such service 
as listed by the provider on a public internet website, or such plan or issuer may negotiate a 
rate with such provider for less than such cash price.



Commercial Payer Policies 
Addressing the Pandemic



Commercial Payer Policies

• Where to find them:

• New plan policies are seldom being mailed to providers

• Plan website updates are more frequent – often daily

• AHIP – summary of plan policies

• Application

• A national plan’s policies may vary state-to-state (see, e.g., Anthem)

• Some policies are time-limited

• Treatment of ERISA payers is inconsistent – many plans allow ERISA payers to “opt 
out” of plan policy changes
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Waiver of Patient Responsibility Amounts

• COVID Treatment

• No requirement under FFCRA or CARES to waive patient 
responsibility for COVID treatment

• Some plans have elected to waive patient responsibility for 
treatment

• Waiver usually applies only to fully-insured business

• Plans giving ERISA payers ability to opt out of waiving patient 
responsibility for treatment

• Challenge for Provider:  Am I treating an patient covered by an ERISA 
benefit plan?
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Waiver of Patient Responsibility Amounts

• COVID Treatment (con’t)

Aetna example:  
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Waiver of Patient Responsibility Amounts

• COVID Treatment (con’t)

HCSC example:  
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Waiver of Patient Responsibility Amounts

• COVID Treatment (con’t)

Health Net example:  
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Waiver of Patient Responsibility Amounts

• What to do to get paid

• Initiate process to track payments for COVID treatment.  
When EOB/RA directs provider to collect amount from 
patient, appeal to health plan (if plan is waiving patient 
responsibility)

• Address payer efforts to unilaterally amend agreement with 
new rates for COVID testing/treatment

• Watch for denials of OON testing or treatment
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Waiver of Patient Responsibility Amounts

• What to do to get paid (con’t)

• If ERISA plan is accessing a health plan network where health plan 
has elected to waive patient responsibility for COVID treatment for 
fully-insured population, but EOB/RA for ERISA member includes 
patient responsibility amount, engage with health plan and employer 
to confirm employer is not electing to follow host plan’s policy

• When capitated, use health plan process to recover waived patient 
responsibility amounts
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Waiver of Prior Authorization Requirements

• Some health plans waiving prior authorization requirements for COVID
treatment:

• Health Net: 

• BCBS NC:

Note:  BCBS NC policy applies through May 31, with potential for extension (to be updated May 22)
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Waiver of Prior Authorization Requirements

• Some health plans waiving prior authorization requirements for other types 
of treatment:

• Aetna:

(Note: only applies in states that have an executive order stopping elective treatment)

• United 
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Waiver of Prior Authorization Requirements

• Some health plans waiving prior authorization requirements for other types 
of treatment (con’t):

• Cigna:

• Amerihealth NJ: 
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Waiver of Prior Authorization Requirement

• What to do to get paid
• If at all possible, seek prior authorization for all non-emergency IP and OP 

services

• Participate in concurrent review

• Appeal denials for lack of prior authorization when pandemic made seeking 
authorization impossible or impractical

• Appeal denials for lack of prior authorization if prior authorization 
requirement was suspended at time of service (requires tracking of policy 
history)

• If provider relying on plan’s announced suspension of prior authorization 
requirements, monitor plan’s website continuously – suspensions are 
starting to end
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Application of CARES Act Payment Add-Ons 

• Effective May 1, 2020 through December 31, 2020, the 
2% sequestration reduction on Medicare reimbursement 
is suspended

• Effective January 27, 2020, there is a 20% increase on 
weighting used for inpatient DRGs for COVID-19 patients
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Application of CARES Act Payment Add-Ons  

Application to commercial agreements:

• Contracts where negotiated rates based on 
Medicare allowed amount

• % of “Medicare Allowed”  (language matters here!)

• Case rates that borrow DRG weights

• % of premium/% of Medicare arrangements with 
Medicare Advantage plans
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Application of CARES Act Payment Add-Ons

• What to do to get paid

• Review commercial agreements to identify affected rates

• Determine if plan was removing 2% sequestration amount

• If applicable, update expected payment calculator to 
incorporate 2%/20% add-ons

• Appeal underpayments

• Dispute resolution (Review papers from prior litigation 
regarding sequestration – plan positions in that litigation may 
be helpful here)
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Billing Patients for 
COVID-19 Services
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CARES Act Terms and Conditions

In exchange for receiving Provider Relief Funds, 
providers must sign an Attestation agreeing to the 
Terms and Conditions, which states: 

The Secretary has concluded that the COVID-19 public health 
emergency has caused many healthcare providers to have capacity 
constraints. As a result, patients that would ordinarily be able to 
choose to receive all care from in-network healthcare providers may 
no longer be able to receive such care in-network. Accordingly, for 
all care for a presumptive or actual case of COVID-19, Recipient 
certifies that it will not seek to collect from the patient out-of-
pocket expenses in an amount greater than what the patient 
would have otherwise been required to pay if the care had been 
provided by an in-network Recipient. 
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What is a Presumptive COVID-19 Case?

HHS guidance provides that in the context of submitting claims for uninsured patients, to 
receive payment for services provided to an uninsured patient under the CARES Act’s Relief 
Fund, a presumptive case of COVID-19 is a case where a patient’s medical record 
documentation supports a diagnosis of COVID-19, even if the patient does not have a 
positive in vitro diagnostic test result in his or her medical record.

https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/provider-relief-fund-general-distribution-faqs.pdf

CDC coding guidelines describe a “presumptive” positive COVID-19 case for purposes of 
coding the new COVID-19 diagnosis code, U07.1 : 

Presumptive positive COVID-19 test results should be coded as confirmed. A 
presumptive positive test result means an individual has tested positive for the 
virus at a local or state level, but it has not yet been confirmed by the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). CDC confirmation of local and state tests for 
COVID-19 is no longer required.
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Implications of Definition of Presumptive COVID-19 
Case for Out-of-Network Patient Protections

A narrow view of what is a “presumptive” is less favorable to patients in the context 
of the ban on “surprise” or “balance” billing in the Relief Fund’s Terms and 
Conditions.

A broader view of what is considered a “presumptive” case expands the number of 
patients who receive protection from a surprise or balance bill.

OIG Position - Presumptive positive: someone with symptoms that strongly 
indicate COVID-19 and tests have ruled out other conditions like the flu, 
but there hasn’t been an initial positive COVID-19 test result or confirmatory 
test result. This term can also be used when an individual who’s initial 
COVID-19 test has been positive, but the CDC or other laboratories have 
not confirmed it.



Further HHS Guidance Issued With CARES Act 
Terms and Conditions

As part of th[e Administration’s] commitment [to ending surprise bills 
for patients], as a condition to receiving these funds, providers must 
agree not to seek collection of out-of-pocket payments from a 
presumptive or actual COVID-19 patient that are greater than what 
the patient would have otherwise been required to pay if the 
care had been provided by an in-network provider.

https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/cares-act-provider-relief-fund/index.html
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Surprise Billing and Balance Billing

“Surprise Billing” previously was used to mean a 
narrow circumstance where a patient receives a 
larger than expected bill from an out-of-network 
professional provider while being treated at an in-
network facility. 

Now, the meaning of “Surprise Billing” has been 
expanded to include the practice by out-of-network 
facilities of billing patients the difference 
between the allowed amount as calculated by the 
patient’s insurer, and the provider’s undiscounted 
billed charges – commonly referred to as “balance 
billing.”  
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Billing COVID Patients for Out-of-Network Care

An insured patient’s financial responsibility is 
determined in accordance with the benefit 
agreement between the patient and their 
insurer. 

• Out-of-Network providers are not privy to a 
patient’s benefit agreement with their insurer, 
nor are they typically allowed to see the 
details of that agreement and scope of 
coverage. 

• Out-of-Network providers must rely upon 
health plan EOBs to provide the appropriate 
patient financial responsibility  
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Best Practices 

• Send a letter to known high frequency out-of-network 
health plans asking them to include their members’ in-
network patient responsibility on all EOBs/RAs.

• Instruct Patient Financial Services team not to bill out-
of-network patients any more than the amount identified 
as patient responsibility on the EOB. 

• If an overpayment is identified as a result of patient 
billing, instruct staff to immediately refund the patient 
payment

• Make sure COVID-19 diagnosis codes are accurately 
reflected on bills for all patients who test positive for 
COVID-19



Securing Funding for 
Treatment of Uninsured
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Funds for Treatment of Uninsured
$1 billion to reimburse providers for conducting COVID-19 
testing for the uninsured in both 

– the Families First Coronavirus Response Act or FFCRA 
(P.L. 116-127); and 

– the Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care 
Enhancement Act (P.L. 116-139).

$100 billion for relief funds, including to hospitals, in the 
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act 
(P.L. 116-136)

– Portion of funding to support treatment of uninsured 
individuals with COVID-19



Reimbursement

HHS will generally reimburse healthcare 
providers at Medicare rates tor COVID-19 
testing and treatment rendered to the 
uninsured, subject to available funding. 

Health care providers who have conducted 
testing/provided treatment for uninsured 
COVID-19 individuals on or after February 4, 
2020 can request reimbursement for claims.

For-profit/non-profit status does not affect 
eligibility.  

Key date: 

Feb. 4, 2020
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What’s Covered?

• COVID-19 testing and treatment for diagnosed COVID-19 patients, including:

• Specimen collection, diagnostic, and antibody testing

• Testing-related visits (office, urgent care, telehealth, ER)

• Treatment in various settings (including telehealth)

• FDA-approved vaccine, when available

• Services not covered under traditional Medicare will also not be covered under 
the Uninsured Program, in addition to hospice services, outpatient prescription 
drugs, and treatments without primary COVID diagnoses

• Detailed reimbursement code guidance available from HRSA:  
https://tinyurl.com/yaa7vyfm
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Registering for the Uninsured Program

Providers sign up through HRSA’s COVID-19 Uninsured Program Portal
• Administered by UnitedHealth Group (and uses some United tools)

How do providers sign up?  Steps include:
• Enrolling as a provider participant [create/use an Optum ID; setup Optum 

Pay; adding provider roster]
• Submitting patient information [uploading attestation (e.g., patient is 

uninsured) and patient roster]
• Temporary member IDs will be issued for each patient

• Submitting claims electronically [must use 837 EDI transaction set]
• Program uses new payer ID 95964

• Receiving payment via direct deposit [using Optum Pay ACH]
• Remits/835 files will be available by accessing Optum Pay with Optum ID
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Attestations

Providers must attest:
• Checked for health care coverage eligibility 

and confirmed that the patient is uninsured. 

• Will accept defined program reimbursement 
as payment in full.

• Agree not to balance bill the patient.

• Agree to program terms and conditions and 
may be subject to post-reimbursement audit 
review.
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Notable Dates / Timelines
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Timeline for registration and reimbursement process:

Timeline of Program rollout (Note: all dates have passed – Program is live):

April 22 April 27 April 29 May 6   May 
18

Program launch Sign-up begins       Training begins    Claim submission begins      Reimbursement begins
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